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PB55  -  Endurance  Badge
Holder  Helmet
Collection: Head Protection
Range: PPE
Materials: ABS, Polycarbonate

Product information
The  Endurance  Badge  Holder  Helmet  is
modelled on our best-selling PS55 Endurance
Helmet. Innovative additional features include a
badge holder which is ultra-sound welded onto
the  ABS  helmet  shell.  Made  from  flame
resistant polycarbonate, the badge holder has a
slide opening for  easy and secure storage of
badges.  Ideal  for  identification,  wearer
information  and  site  access  by  an  electronic
badge. 4 points chin strap included and vented
for extra air-flow.

EN 397 (-30°C/+50°C, LD)

Head Protection
PW rapidly expanding head protection product
range  aims  to  benefit  our  customers  by
combining  the  most  updated  styles  and
standards in head protection, irrespective of job
or  location.  A  wide  selection  of  compatible
accessories is also available. A full explanation
of features and performances are given in order
to help you make a more informed choice.

PPE
Portwest  Head  PPE  range  applies  the  latest
standards  to  deliver  the  highest  level  of
protection.  Comfortable  and  lightweight,  the
PPE range will ensure a pleasant wear, even for
long periods of use. Your safety is our mission.

Features
CE certified●

Vented hard hat allowing a refreshing airflow●

around the head

Lateral deformation●

Badge holder for easy clipping of your ID card●

6 points textile harness●

Wheel ratchet size adjustment for easy fitting●

Compatible accessories available●

7 years shelf life from manufacturing date●

outlined in product user sheet

Instant user/wearer recognition●

Information is held securely●

  
Range

White -
Hi-Vis
Yellow -

Hi-Vis
Orange -

Royal -
Red -
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PB55 - Endurance Badge Holder Helmet
Commodity Code: 6506101000

Test House
Inspec     (Notified Body No.: 0194)
56 Leslie Hough Way
M66AJ, UK
Cert No: 2162

CARTON DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14
PB55RER Red 57.0 45.0 46.0 0.4900 0.1180 5036108330874 15036108819604


